1. Inspecting your new bag before doing an exchange is very important. What are the 6 things you should be checking?
   1. _____________________________________________________
   2. _____________________________________________________
   3. _____________________________________________________
   4. _____________________________________________________
   5. _____________________________________________________
   6. _____________________________________________________

2. Inspecting the fluid that has just drained is also important. If fibrin is seen, what should you do?

3. A mask must be worn when you are attaching the tubing to the bags. TRUE FALSE

2. You contaminate (touch) a line while connecting to a bag. What should you do?

3. You accidentally become disconnected during the night from the cycler tubing. What should you do?

4. You see a system error alarm on the machine. What should you do?

5. Describe how you would check to see if the initial drain on the cycler is clear.
6. Your initial drain is **cloudy**. What should you do?

7. You have a **low drain** alarm. What should you do?

8. For some reason, you are **not** draining well. What should you check **first**?

9. What are the signs of **dehydration (too dry)**?

10. What are the signs of **volume overload (too much water)**?

11. You are feeling dizzy and your blood pressure is low. What dextrose concentration should you use?

   - 1.5%
   - 2.5%
   - 4.25%

12. What are the signs of an exit site infection?

13. What are the signs of peritonitis?

14. Do you feel ready to do the cycler at home?  **Yes**  **No**